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SYNOPSIS:
The boy’s eyes glittered so strongly, presaging an imminent rupture of The Quietude. Lan was
perfectly aware of the prohibition of touching a Star Walker, but right now there was no
turning back as their fates had inevitably been sealed off.
Centuries ago a catastrophe turned Linde into a hostile place; since then, the survivors have
learned to live in isolation within the boundaries of the Safe Limits. But, the planet is
constantly subjected to a change in shape and people are lost, never return. After a violent
planetary transformation, Lan, a courageous girl from Salvia clan, wakes up in the middle of
the desert, only to be rescued by her worst enemy.
A young man marked by a curse.
A village hiding the biggest secret ever to be kept.
A love as dangerous as it is impossible.
A world whose surface is forever undergoing changes… when getting lost is the equivalent of
death.
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IT HAD BEEN SAID:
“A heart breaking story which leaves you with your heart in your throat.” Blog Leer sin límites
"It really seems the script of a new Miyazaki's movie." Alassie - The Golden Gear
"In three words, a novel... Original. Simple. Addictive." Blog Whisper of the heart
"I was very surprised that a book written by two authors can be so perfect." Blog Libros de ensueño
"It has become my favorite book." Blog Sumergidos entre libros
"It breaks with all the stereotypes and elements which can currently be found in all YA novels these
days." Blog Palabras como souvenir
"A small jewel within the current YA fiction." ImposibleAinara in Anobii
"You cannot miss it, one of the best YA novels I've read. You devour it!" Tinuwel in Anobii
"I have fallen in love with it. It’s one of the most beautiful stories I've read." La vida secreta de los libros
"It breaks with stereotypes and offers you a new refreshing argument." El Tiramilla Diary
"A novel worthy of skilled and careful hands." Blog La biblioteca encantada
"If you have not read it yet, please, run to buy it." Blog Aquellas pequeñas cosas
"It has all the ingredients to become a huge success. [...] A funny and honest novel." Blog Mi sangre
derramada
"It's amazing how catchy from the beginning to the end this book is, and never ever fails to surprise you."
Blog Fly like a butterfly
"This book has it all! Just GREAT. 100% recommended." Lois in GoodReads
"The best YA novel of this year." Anika entre libros
"The Star is not only a superb book, is also overwhelming, forceful, strong and effective." Blog La
biblioteca encantada
"It’s the Spanish version of The Hunger Games." Joan Marco Perales in Twitter
"This book lacks NOTHING... well, indeed just one thing: a sequel." Blog Alice in Wonderland

